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BOOK LAUNCH - “THE CHOICE” HIS LATEST BESTSELLERCII Presents Dr Eli Goldratt In New DelhiCII Presents Dr Eli Goldratt In New Delhi An ExclusiveSession

CII organised an exclusive session on the occasion of the book release of Dr. Eli Goldratt’s latest “The Choice” on 20th February 2009 in New Delhi. The release was attended by eminent people from politics, government and the industry.
Dr. Goldratt, a globally renowned business guru, has authored 'Production the TOC Way'; 'The Goal'; 'It's Not Luck'; 'Critical Chain'; 'The Race'; 'What is this thing called TOC'; 'The Haystack Syndrome' and others.
Ms. D Purandeswari, Minister of State for HRD, Government of India in her keynote address said, “India takes pride in the fact that it has been registering a GDP growth of over 7% for the last three consecutive years". India would see 8% increase in salaries this year and she hoped that there would be no more layoffs in times to come. Mr. Ajay Shankar, Secretary DIPP, Ministry of Industry and Commerce, said, "India is not in recession, it is just a matter of two to three months before we  see a big change in the Indian economy. 
Retail is in high spirits and growth in sectors such as steel and cement spells a flourishing India".
Giving a new perspective to the ongoing global financial crisis,Dr. Eli Goldratt, dismissed the idea of extrapolative judgment 

Dr. Shikha Sharma, CII Member Yi Delhi Chapter & MD- Nutri Health Systems, Mr. Ajay Shankar, Secretary, DIPP, Ms. Purandeswari, Minister of State for HRD, Dr. Eli Goldratt andMr. Narayan Sethuramon, Member CII National Council & MD-WS Industries Ltd.

Manufacturing Today dedicates this special issue to the timely inputs by Eli Goldratt for guiding us in these critical times. This Special issue captures the highlights of the 3 day workshop conducted by him.
during the present crisis. He endorsed 'Cause and Effect' as an analytical tool and pointed out that companies should take steps to minimise effects of the perceptive ongoing recession.
He urged enterprises to address concerns in their operating mechanism which may range from supplier's apprehension to maintaining excess inventory stocks. Globally economies have witnessed a slowdown due to wrong perceptions about recession.
With India emerging as a strong consumer nation, people in India should not worry. India has entered into a consumerism spiral which will take the nation into high annual growth in future.Dr. Goldratt pointed out that recession was a misunderstood term in India and quoted contradictory news headlines that read, "Recession in India” and “India will be growing at seven percent" in the same breath. He condemned the trend of laying off people from enterprises. He believes this has a detrimental effect on any organisation’s long term plans.



Eli Goldratt’s 3 day workshop:Now And Into The Future, GROWTH WITH STABILITY21-23 February 2009 : New Delhi
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In her closing remarks, Dr. Shikha Sharma, Member Yi Delhi Chapter & Managing Director, Nutri-Health Systems Pvt. Ltd. expressed that one needed to think beyond mass mentality. She also agreed that “not talking” about recession was a positive step in controlling an unnecessary panic situation.
In his welcome address, Mr. Narayan Sethuramon, Member, CII  National Council & Managing Director, WS Industries (India) Limited said, "Dr Goldratt's thinking reflects a very different and logical point of view about the Global Financial crisis. We are hopeful that his opinion will instigate us to think common sense and avoid extrapolation”. 
The guest list included parliamentarians such as Dr.  Nitish Sengupta and Mr. Madhu Goud Yashki. The programme was attended by various industry leaders such as Mr. Sumit Majumdar, MD, ACC Ltd., Mr Kensaku Konishi, President & CEO Canon India,Mr. Balakrishnan, CEO Anglo American amongst others.

Ms. D Purandeswari, Minister of State for HRD releases “The Choice”.  Mr. Ajay Shankar, Secretary, DIPP andDr. Eli Goldratt look on

Dr. Shikha Sharma, CII- Yi Member, Delhi Chapter;Mr. Ajay Shankar, Secretary, DIPP; Ms. D Purandeswari, Minister of State for HRD; Dr. Eli Goldratt andMr. Narayan Sethuramon, Member, CII National Council

Recent months have not been easy for the Global Economy and Indian Industry has also seen its impact over the last five months. The financial meltdown triggered in the USA has impacted the Indian industry and growth in the last quarter touched 5.3%. The manufacturing sector has registered lower growth rates in the last two quarters of 2008 as compared to the previous year.

To assist member companies overcome this difficult situation, Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) in association with Eli Goldratt and Goldratt Consulting organised a three day workshop “Now and Into the Future” – Growth with stability from 21st to 23rd Feb. 2009 in New Delhi. 36 senior managers from diverse manufacturing sectors across India participated.

This workshop was conducted by Dr. Eli Goldratt who is a globally renowned management guru and has authored many books including 'The Goal'. His latest book “The Choice” was released on 20th March in New Delhi just preceding this workshop.

Dr. Goldratt’s key messages for making improvements in Operations:• Improvements must take only months to implement, not years. • Resolve conflict of short-term vis-à-vis long term improvements as there is none.• Focus should be on improving flow and throughput. Abolish local efficiencies and recognize that flow concepts are universal but application has to be customized for each environment. In doing so, one must balance the flow and not capacity.• Solutions are simple. Complexity must be avoided.• In most industrial operations, the time that a batch of parts spends being processed is only about 10% of the lead time.• Time based solutions are suitable for unstable environments.• Time-based mechanism stems from the fact that it restricts the overall amount of work in the system rather than doing it through restricting the amount of work between each two work centres.• Investing in improvement generates cash ten times faster than cutting costs.

Eli believes that the real constraint in companies is the management band-width. Striving to constantly activate all resources all the time is not a recipe for effective operations. A priority system for the shop floor is required. “Buffer-management” is the most appropriate priority system. In this case the buffer is a “time buffer”. To start with, a good way will be to choose a time buffer to be equal to half the current lead time. A system must be put in place to ensure that every due date commitment is given based on the yet unallocated capacity of the bottleneck.



Improvements in Project Environment :• Touch time in projects is higher relative to lead time as compared to manufacturing.• Projects are huge ‘A’ type structures.• Projects also have higher variability.• Problem in projects is inflation of time.• Standard rule is to reduce the number of open projects by 25%.• Bad multi-tasking is most damaging in managing a company. Reducing “bad-multitasking” reduces touch time immediately .• Put reasonable priorities — fixing priorities by top management is usually not efficient.• Most delays in a project do not delay the project.• The problem is that “safety” is put at the task level. All safety should be put only at the “project level”.• It is a mistake to think that the project will finish on time by finishing each of the tasks on time.• Parkinson’s Law - “Work expands to fill the allotted time”.• The project buffer should be one-third of the total lead time.• The priority is now set by how much the task is consuming into the project buffer.• Real completion is measured by how much of the critical chain is done.• In a project environment, typically after implementing TOC, lead times are cut by 30% and on time delivery goes to around 95%.Dr. Eli Goldratt in his book “The Critical Chain” explains how these elements work in a real business environment.

Dr. Nitish Sengupta, Ex- Member of Parliament (Lok Sabha) & Chairman with status of Union Minister of state, Board for Reconstruction of PSE & Mr. Ajay Shankar, Secretary, DIPP at the Book Launch.

Making companies ever flourishing companies:Attention Owners and CEOs!!  How do we begin?• Plan your company’s growth according to growth in real wages and not growth in GDP.• Needs of your products and businesses have to be totally acknowledged by the client.• Growth has to be accompanied with higher stability.• Stability has to be increased first so that buy-in is obtained from everyone:— Stability of operations— Stability of sales— Stability of everything• First improvement action in a company has to increase stability while building a base for higher profits.According to Eli, a company must achieve Viable Vision in four years or less. The measure of this is the company achieving what management believes is impossible at least twice within 4 years while increasing the stability of the company.• We are limited only by what we want to do, not what we can do!• Company’s resources :— Top management bandwidth— Middle management stamina• Take prudent risks, not real risks.• Strategy is the answer to the question “what for”.• Tactic is the answer to the question “How”.• It is not important what the CEO thinks. What is important is what people think the CEO thinks.• As long as the CEO’s thoughts have not been clearly verbalized, the only thing that is being communicated is the CEO’s confusion.  • Any Competitive Edge is only for a window of time.• Toyota has proven operational excellence to gain superior competitive edge. Today they are reshaping their future.• Capacity expansion to be done only when company’s lead times are more than industry lead times.• It is important that the key factors which secure a company’s competitive edge are passed on to the next generation of the company. For example, Toyota has hired 6000 retired people as mentors to maintain the DNA of the Toyota Production System.• Always remember that negative outcome of success is more devastating than the negative outcome of failure• According to Eli, Indian companies today are playing “Russian roulette with two bullets in the gun”.  They are taking too much of risk.
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How can we see the opportunities?• Place your goal in life to be higher than your impression of your father’s goal in life.• Eli’s initial goal was “To teach the world to think”.• Description of “Good Luck” is “preparation meets opportunity”.• Description of “bad luck” is “reality meeting lack of preparation”.• There is a parade of opportunity constantly going past your nose.

For further details about forth coming programmesplease contact :Ashish Jainatashish.jain@cii.in

What are the obstacles and how do we overcome these?• Obstacles of mind :1. I don’t have enough brain-power2. Reality is complex3. Tendency to blame people• Emotions and logic need not contradict each other.• I will not sacrifice anybody for my goal but will also not sacrifice my goal for anybody.• In an organization, responsibility and authority have to match perfectly.• 70% of the sentences with “Because” used today are wrong.• Humans have two gifts — One – to generate patterns, rules etc.— Two -  ability to understand reality through cause and effect.• Understand the Five Why’s.
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GLIMPSES OF THE 3 - DAY WORKSHOP

Dr. Eli Goldratt conducting the 3-day workshop“ Now & Into the Future”.

It is time to develop new products at the pace the market wants! Do we sense these changes in the markets and in our customers? Is our marketing suggesting new offers at the same pace?• At present, in most industries, development time of new products is too long.• Today, companies develop more than one generation of the same product at the same time.• When market life becomes less than total supply time, obsolescence increases.• When obsolescence increases, retailers ask for rebates which reduce margins of the manufacturer.  • In Make to Stock, environment, the company manufacturing to Stock usually creates the low price in the market.• Instead, work on the customer consumption on a replenishment basis.• EXCESS CAPACITY HAS TO BE CONVERTED INTO SALES.• For example, today mining equipment are now being sold on a “pay per Metric Tonne extracted” basis.• Any machine which is more than USD 50,000 can be sold on this basis.
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